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SOS Marine and Mobilarm announce the launch of the new sMRT
Inflatable SOS Dan Buoy-a major step up in Search and Rescue
Mobilarm has integrated its latest emergency electronic MOB Beacon, the sMRT V100 Locator
Beacon, with the inflata bl e SOS Dan Buoy marker. It is being introduced at the Monaco Yacht
Show, the world’s largest mega-‐yacht show this week.
Once thrown into the water and inflated, the SOS Dan Buoy becomes a visual marker and at the
same time the sMRT technology is activated which sends out an alert signal automatically
transmitting GPS coordinates to your chart plotter via AIS and DSC. The SOS Dan Buoy can also
provide flotation for the casualty. Its visual and electronic capabilities can reduce the Search in
Search and Rescue.
The sMRT SOS Dan buoy is a major change in marine rescue devices and suitable for many marine
applications for vessels and fixed marine installations. Portable and simple to use, the sMRT Dan
Buoy can be thrown into the water providing a floating marker for a person to swim towards and
await rescue. The integration of MRT’s sMRT beacon technology allows the tracking of the Dan
Buoy and also provides an alarm mechanism to alert nearby vessels to assist with the rescue.
MRT CEO Ken Gaunt commented: "We are continuously looking to provide our customers with all
potential life saving solutions. The sMRT SOS Dan Buoy is another solution with which our
customers can address their man overboard risks. This product is a clear alternative for those
environments in which individual protection is not viable such as large passenger vessels and
cruise ships, or those facilities such as oil rigs and wind farms in which additional standby
measures address the additional safety requirements needed.”
SOS Marine’s, Ross Spencer added:”We are very excited for sMRT SOS Dan Buoy to become
a global benchmark in response to a rescue situation. The sMRT SOS Dan buoy has lifesaving
capabilities. It is easy to use; anyone can pick it up and throw it overboard and is specifically
designed to make rescue and recovery of a Man over Board incident a simple and reliable
operation. The sMRT SOS Dan Buoy is a very easy to use product that delivers improved
safety to commercial and recreational seafarers.”
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